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58 Book ReviewsThe author has tried to combine a marketing framework
with a reinvention framework. However, the reviewer feels
that applying the Five P framework of marketing is not
advisable in the context of policing, where citizens have no
choice but to go to the police for help. The marketing
framework works best when you are dealing with a product
or a service in a competitive market. Instead, all the
recommendations of the author can very well be covered
under the Five C strategy of reinvention. The Five C
strategy is by far the best tool available for any bureau-
cracy to focus its activities (core strategy), to become
citizen friendly (customer strategy), to monitor its activi-
ties properly (control strategy), to change the mindset of
its employees (culture strategy), and to make its employees
more accountable (consequence strategy).
This book has attempted to put things in perspective,
and made available a list of ideas, many of which could be
tried by conscientious and enlightened police officers in
their local area of influence. It is also a good reference book
for innovations done elsewhere. It is unlikely that all the
reforms suggested by the author will be implemented in
their entirety by the Central Government or any State
Government. Nevertheless, this book will surely set many
police officers thinking.
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Culture and Management in the Americas. Alfredo
Behrens (2009). Stanford University Press, Stanford,
California. 363 pages.
With globalisation and intercultural working becoming
more the norm/ prevalent, it becomes important that
international management as a subject of study truly
captures the complexities, similarities, uniqueness as well
as differences of various cultures and countries. The
understanding of culture is essential since it powerfully
influences communication, negotiation, and relationships.
Knowledge about cultures can become an important
enabler of intercultural understanding and cooperation.
This becomes especially relevant in the case of multina-
tional corporations that work across countries and cultures
to take advantage of available opportunities.
The research and knowledge about cultures is
entrenched in a normative viewpoint in the positivist
tradition. As Ailon (2008) states, the so called objective
knowledge is actually a means of promoting the values and
concerns of hegemonic social groups by devaluing the
‘other’dwhich would usually include the non white, the
non westerner or the non manager. In an analysis of Western
management thought, Westwood (2004) describes cross
cultural methods as reductionist and simplistic. Many of the
conclusions and implications emerging from such work can
often misguide if they are seriously applied to managementpractices while working across cultures, as well as in situ-
ations of mergers and takeovers, and negotiations.
Alfredo Behrens, Professor at FIA, Instituto de Admin-
istrac¸a˜o, Sa˜o Paulo, makes the case that the people of Latin
American countries have their unique identity, norms, and
values which are lost when the lens of universalism is used
to assess and compare people across cultures and coun-
tries. The application of the universalistic principle has led
to North American multinational corporations (MNCs)
applying American management practices and principles in
Latin America; in fact, this applies to American MNCs
operating across the globe. This approach has led to orga-
nisations not fully releasing the talent and capability of the
people of the local country/culture where they operate, in
Latin America.
Behrens’s work strongly criticises the nomothetic and
quantitative based research in the cross cultural domain,
and provokes a re-examination of the cross cultural
methods, especially those proposed by Hofstede (2001),
which have ruled the cross cultural literature for a few
decades. The prevailing scholarship in cross cultural
management is rooted in the large scale surveys conducted
in MNCs located across different parts of the globe.
According to the author, all such studies end up creating
stereotypes of countries and cultures since people are
assessed and evaluated based on the value priorities of
the researchers themselves. Like all stereotypes, they
reveal only a part of the truth, and caricature the rest. The
expectations and mindset of the managements from people
are deeply influenced by such country level stereotypes,
and the management policies and practices which emerge
are hopelessly out of sync with the ground reality. The
author makes a strong case for a more idiographic approach,
a deeper understanding of cultures through the arts, liter-
ature and cinema and not by using survey information.
The author has created a rich tapestry of the culture of
the Latin Americas, filled with insights drawn from history,
art, literature, anthropology, sociology and politics. In
terms of scope, it is an ambitious and admirable attempt
to bring together knowledge from so many domains, and
to produce an integrated understanding of the countries in
the Americas. Behrens innovatively brings out the distinc-
tive value preferences of the people of countries like
Argentina, Brazil, and America. He also critically analyses
the work of the cross cultural theorists which helps build
perspective by comparing and contrasting them with the
culture portraits put together by him in this book. From the
larger cultural canvas, he moves to the company level, and
gives useful insights regarding leadership phenomena,
workplace assumptions, and practices. He attempts an
interesting analysis on working together cross culturally,
focussing on themes like communication, notions of time,
teams and incentives.
The book has many thought provoking ideas for Indian
managers. The basic view of the author regarding the
fundamental incompatibility between the local culture and
American management practices holds good in the Indian
context as well. There is a rising sense of Indianness among
Indian executives which conveys the need to explore
management practices more in line with Indian culture.
This therefore raises the question about developing and
reinforcing Indian management practices. As Indian
Book Reviews 59companies go global, they should also beware of getting
into the stereotyping trap by over highlighting Indian values
and downgrading values of the local culture. The book
would be of interest to multiple audiences including
scholars and practitioners. It would be especially valuable
to those who need to work and negotiate with businesses/
people in Latin America, in particular Brazil.
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Getting Your Money’s Worth from Training and Develop-
ment: A Guide to Breakthrough Learning for Managers.
Andrew McK Jefferson, Roy V.H. Pollock, Calhoun W.
Wick (2009). Pfeiffer, San Francisco. 144 pages.
Know-how and expertise are the new drivers of business
success. In the industrial age, investments in fixed
assetsdplants, buildings, and equipmentdwere the main
sources of competitive advantage. Today, competitive
advantage comes mainly from human capitaldthe skills,
know-how, creativity, and performance of employees.
Growth in corporate profitability has been fuelled mainly by
greater productivity of human capital for the past twenty-
five years (Echols, 2008). Indeed, traditional capital assets
now account for only 20% of the book value of most
companies, even less in the high-tech or service industries.
Remaining competitive and profitable in today’s rapidly
evolving business climate requires investments to continu-
ously upgrade employees’ knowledge, skills and perfor-
mance. Hence training and development become essential.
But CEOs often remain sceptical about the returns from
training and development.
Getting Your Money’s Worth from Training and Devel-
opment helps in providing the answer to the question
often asked by CEOs: ‘What is the RoI on training and
development?’. The book is a practical guide based on the
research and experience of the authors, and is meant for
trainers, managers and trainees. For trainers, the bookprovides plenty of tools which can be used to train
participants to maximise learning from a training pro-
gramme. For managers, it provides tools and tips for
facilitating the use of training knowledge on the job by the
employee. For trainees, this book provides tools and
techniques for applying the learnings from the training to
the job.
The book is organised into two separate workbooks for
managers and training participants, with tools and tech-
niques for each, which would help in complementing the
inputs from training programmes. The contents of the book
are organised for easy use.
In the first part of the book entitled ‘A Guide to Break-
through Learning for Managers’, the authors provide effi-
cient, succinct, and proven procedures for managers to get
the greatest value from training and development. The
tools and techniques recommended in this part are
designed to achieve significant impact while making effi-
cient use of time. To save managers’ time in using the
workbook, ‘need to know’ has been separated from ‘nice to
know’; there are practical tips in the sections entitled ‘do it
now’, and ‘who says so’ for the sceptical manager. User
friendliness has been ensured by providing completed
examples of the worksheets. It also shows that the re-entry
phase is critical and that learners need to bring their
learning back and put it to use, providing practical advice
and exercises to help managers convert the training expe-
rience into business results.
The second part of the book is titled ‘A Guide to
Breakthrough Learning for Participants’, and is aimed to
help participants get the most from training and devel-
opment programmes, which help in enhancing knowledge
and skills. This section offers a lot of valuable lessons,
worksheets, approaches, and plans to help the partici-
pants prepare for the challenges and opportunities which
the training programme offers. Importantly, it shows
what participants should do (or should not do) when they
return to work and what makes or breaks the value of
the training programme; it reviews the research on
improvement, and provides practical guides for convert-
ing training and development into personal and business
results.
In short, Getting Your Money’s Worth from Training and
Development is full of succinct wisdom for managers and
the participants of training programmes.Reference
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